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AND MVYIOBIU,S
BY JOHN T. ZIMMER
I amii greatly indebted to Mr. Clifford
C. Gregg, Director, and Mr. Rudyerd
Boulton, Curator of Bir(ds, of Field Mu-
seum of Natural History, Chicago, for the
loan of certain comparative mnaterial uised
in the following studlies.
Names of colors are capitalizedl when (di-
rect comyiparison has been made with Ridg-
way's "Color Standar(ds and Color 'No-
menclature."
Contopus fumigatus fumigatus
(1)'Orbigny an(d Lafresnave)
T(yrannus) fumigatus D'ORBIGNY an1d LA-
FRESNAYE, 1837, Mag. Zool., VII, cl. 2, Syn.
Av., p. 43-Yungas in Bolivia; Paris Mus.
Specimeens froiyi extreme southeastern
Peru agree with (larker examiiples of fum.i-
gatus although they are fair fromn the pale
extremes of that formn. The transition
from brachyrhynchus is fairly rapi(l since
that Argentine subspecies occurs in eastern
Bolivia in the Province of Sara.
Comparison of brachyrhynchus with
minor of Nicaragua shows such similarity
between these two forms that it leaves no
doubt of their specific affinity. The series
is not an unbroken one. From pallidiven-
tris to minor there is a fairly even transi-
tion. I have seen Ino definite intergrades
between minor and lugubris but mtiinor is
close to brachyrhynchus while lugubris is not
far out of place between typical fumigatus
and ardosiacuts, although the strong oliva-
ceous tone of some examnples forms a sort
of link to the dark specimens of pertinax
found in Guatemala. Wh-ien the series is
I Previous papers in this seiies comnprise American
Museum Novitates, Nos. 500, 509, 523, 524, 538,
545, 558, 584, 646, 647, 668, 703, 728, 753, 756, 757,
785, 819, 860, 861, 862, 889, 893, 894, 917, 930, 962,
963, and 994.
arran-ge(l accor(lillg to app)earance, with-
out regar(d to geographical ranges, the inter-
relationship is apparent.
In any case I can see no goodrleasoni for
imaintaining three species for the pertinad-
luhubris-fuminatus group which shoul(d he
grouped ii(ler the ol(dest nam-e, fuiiiatus8.
Contopus fumigatus ardosiacus
(Lafresnaye)
Tyrannula ardosiaca LAFRESNAYE, 1844, Rev.
Zool., VII, p. 80-"Colombie" = Bogota'.
P'eruvian specimens of this species are
exceedingly difficult to assign to oine form
or another but they possess Ino characters of
their own that wouild justify mnaking a
separate subspecies for them. Speciiimens
from-l the extreme, sotutheastern part of the
country perhaps are a little closer to typical
fumigatus, un(ler which they are discussed
further, and examples from the western
side of the western Andes in the north-
west are closer to zarumae. The inhabi-
tants of all of the rest of the country within
the range of the species are intermediates,
without any geographical allocation of the
reseinblances to one form or another.
Some of the specimens match the average
of ardosiacus froin Colombia rather closely
although none is as (lark or as clear gray as
the extremes of that form, and others are
very similar to certain topotypes of za-
riunae, without reaching the extrenme pale-
ness of marked examples of that subspecies.
One Urubainba Valley specimnen could he
placed in true funmigatus with some dark
specimens of that form-l, but other Uru-
bamba skins are more like ardosiacus. In
view of the greater average riesemiiblance
of central Peruvian specimens to ardosia-
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cus than to either adjacent form, I refer
all Peruvian records to that form except
those from the extreme southwestern part
of the country and those from the western
side of the western Andes.
Records thus assigned to ardosiacus are
from Torontoy, Chanchamayo, Garita del
Sol, Paltaypampa (Junin), Auquimarca,
Cococh6, Tambillo, Ninabamba, Molino-
pampa, and Tabaconas.
Taczanowski (1874, P. Z. S. London, p.
539) recorded specimens from Higos and
Auquimarca under the name "Myiochanes
cineracea," at the same time listing two
other birds from Auquimarca as "Contopus
ardesiacus." I have been unable to find
any later references to the Higos and
Auquimarca specimens of "cineracea," nor
any records of other Tyrannidae from Higos
that might have been confused with a
Contopus, with one exception. The re-
port on the collection including the Higos
material (t. c., p. 533) does not mention
Higos as a locality for "Cnipolegus anthra-
cinus" but in the "Ornithologie du P6rou"
Higos is added to the records. There is a
faint possibility that Taczanowski's "Myio-
chanes cineraceus" supplies this missing
Higos record though the resemblance be-
tween the two species is slight. The
Auquimarca specimen of "cineraceus"
would not be accounted for in this way;
perhaps it was C. f. ardosiacus like the birds
recorded by Taczanowski as "Myiochanes
ardesiacus," also from Auquimarca.
I am unable to place birds from M6rida,
Venezuela, with ardosiacus. Of nine speci-
mens from this region, one might be
assigned to a7dosiacus but the other eight
are much closer to cineraceus.
Contopus fumigatus zarumae
(Chapman)
Myiochanes fumigatus zarumae CHAPMAN,
1924 (Oct. 18), Amer. Mus. Novitates, No. 138,
p. 4-above 2,aruma, Ecuador; d; Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist.
Specimens from Palambla and Seques,
on the western side of the western Andes,
appear to belong to the west-Ecuadorian
subspecies. There are no other Peruvian
records.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
C. f. brachyrhynchus.-ARGENTINA: Jujuy,
1 e, 2 9; Tafi Viejo, 1 e. BOLIVIA: "Camp
Woods," Prov. Sara, 1 9.
C. f. fumigatus.-BoLUVIA: Todos Santos,
1 9; Incachaca, 1 9 ; Mapiri, 1 (?); Califor-
nia, Santa Cruz, 1 c; (no locality), 1 (?).
PERr: Inca Mine, 1 d; Chaupichaca, 1 e.
C. f. ardoniacu8s.-PERf: Urubamba Cafton,
Santa Rita, 1 d; San Miguel, 1 9; San Miguel
Bridge, 1 9; Rumicruz, Junin, 1 d; Chilpes,
3 e, 1 9 ; Utcuyacu, 1 c; Cushi Libertad,
1 c; Nuevo Loreto, 1 (?); Chaupe, 4 c, 1 9;
IJchco, 1 c; La Lejia, 2 c, 2 9; Lomo Santo,
1 ce. ECUADOR: Baeza, 2 e, 3 9. COLOMBIA:
Aguadita, 2 c, 1 9; El Roble, 1 c", 1 9;
Ricaurte, 1 ei, 1 9; Rio Toche, 1 9; Fusuga-
sugA, 1 9; La Candela, 1 ci, 1 9; Buenavista,
1 c; Paramillo Trail, 1 d; Anolaima, 1 c,
1 9; above Salento, 1 9; San Antonio, 1 e,
1 9; Gallera, 1 (?); Cerro Munchique, 1 d;
Panama, above Pacho, 1 d; Palo Hueco, 1 9;
Las Mesitas, 1 (?); "BogotA," 1 (?).
C. f. zarumae.-ECUADOR: 2aruma, 4 e(incl.
type), 3 9, 1 (?); Portovelo, 1 ci, 1 9; Palla-
tanga, 1 c; Salvias, 1 9; Alamor, 1 9; El
Chiral, 2 9; La Puente, 1 d; Cebollal, 1 d;
Huigra, 1 9; Gualea, 1 e, 1 9; west side of
Pichincha, 1 ci. PERt: Palambla, 1 c, 4 (?);
Seques, 1 9, 1 (?).
C. f. cineraceus.-VENEzuELA: Loma Re-
donda, 1 c; Galipan, 1 9; M6rida, 4 (?);
El Loro, 1 (?); PAramo de Mono, 1 9; Santo
Domingo, 1 dc; Valle, 2 d'.
C. f. duidae.-VENEzUELA: Mt. Duida, Sum-
mit, 1 e (type); Laterite Valley, 1 e, 2 9.
C. f. subsp. ?.-VENEZUELA: Mt. Roraima,
1 9.
C. f. lugubris.-PANAMI: Boquete, Chiriqui,
5 , 1 9. COSTA RICA: 10 e, 4 9.
C. f. minor.-NICARAGUA: 2 e (inC1. type),
4 9,1"i"'(?= 9).
C. f. pertinax.-GUATEMALA: 9 e, 8 9, 3
(?). MEXICO: (Sinaloa, s. Jalisco, Vera Cruz,
Chiapas) 13 ce, 11 9, 1 " 9 ", 1 (?) (some of
these are very close to pallidiventris).
C. f. pallidiventris.-MExICo: (Durango and
San Luis Potosi) 2 e. UNITED STATES: Ari-
zona, 21 e, 12 9, 1 (?). GUATEMALA: 1 e
(migrant).
Empidonax euleri euleri (Cabanis)
Empidochanes Euleri CABANIS, 1868, Jour.
fur Orn., XVI, p. 195-Cantagallo, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; juv.; Berlin Mus.
There are several records of supposedly
typical eule? i from Per-i but I have ex-
amined only one specimen which, in the
light of comparative study of a fairly
large amount of material, I can place with-
out hesitation in this subspecies. Antici-
pating a fuller discussion on a subsequent
page under E. e. bolivianus, it may be
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stated here briefly that the juvenal plum-
ages of lauwrencei and boliviacnus are very
similar to those of euleri and argentinus and
that even the first annual plumages of the
normally greenish forms mav bear con-
siderable resemblance to adult euleri.
Consequently there is considerable chance
for confusion in identity of some speci-
mens which is further complicated by the
fact that euleri and argentinus migrate into
the breeding. range of bolivianus.
I have examined specimens of euleri
dated between September and March
from the Misiones region of Argentina,
from Uruguay, and from southeastern
Brazil between Rio Grande do Sul and
Minas Geraes, but I have seen no speci-
mens from this area collected during the
remainder of the year. For the period
between April and August, inclusive, there
are birds from the Rio Madeira, the lower
Rio Negro, the Rio Tapajoz, and the state
of Maranhao, Brazil, the Cochabamba re-
gion of Bolivia, a locality west of Puerto
Pinasco, Paraguay, and Yurimaguas, north-
ern Peri, but I have no material from this
diffuse area collected at other times of the
year. It appears probable, therefore, that
the two regions comprise, respectively, the
breeding range and the migratory and win-
ter range of typical eule?i.. From various
localities in thismigratory and winter range
there also are specimens of bolivianus which
evidently is the resident breeding form at
these places.
The Peruvian records which have been
referred to euleri are from Monterico,
Jeberos, Chayavitas, Pebas, Huambo, and
Yurimaguas (another bird from the one I
have seen). Since it is certain that euleri
does reach northern Perd in migration,
these records may be tentatively left here
but the specimens should be reexamined to
be sure that all of them certainly belong to
-this form.
Empidonax euleri argentinus (Cabanis)
Empidochanes argentinus CABANIS, 1868,
Jour. fur Orn., XVI, p. 196-Buenos Aires,
Argentina; Berlin Mus.
There is considerable evidence now avail-
able to indicate the probable migratory
habits of this subspecies. The evidence is
not perfectly conclusive since all the speci-
mens of argentinus that I possess, both
from the supposed breeding range and
from the probable migratory routes, are
dated from March to October, in the prob-
able non-breeding season. As noted above,
I have seen a number of specimens of
euleri dated between October and March,
probably from breeding populations. One
or two non-breeding birds are from just
within the breeding range of argentinus
and may represent individual variants of
argentinus or may be possible migrants of
euleri. On the other hand, there are nu-
merous non-breeding specimens of argen-
tinus from parts of the range of euleri.
Six examples from Bahia are all defi-
nitely closer to argentinus than to euleri as
is a Piauhy specimen. The dates of the
Bahian birds are very late, up to October
28 (the Piauhy specimen was taken on
June 19), and it is impossible to say with
certainty that the birds in question were
migrants. Pinto (1935, Rev. Mus. Paul-
ista, XIX) does not list the species at all
for Bahia and I have found no records of
any form breeding within that state.
More information on the birds of this
area is highly desirable.
Matto Grosso birds are intermediate
between argentinus and euleri but are
much more like argentinus from which
they differ principally by having the lower
under parts definitely more strongly
tinged with yellowish. They have the
same dull brownish upper parts, far re-
moved from the warm coloration of typical
euleri. Some of them show a suggestion
of greenish coloration that may indicate a
trend toward bolivianus. For the present,
however, I am unwilling to give a separate
name to the Matto Grosso birds. A fe-
male was collected on October 18 with a
set of eggs, thus establishing the breeding
date for this region. A June bird from
CalamA, Rio Madeira, is rather typical
euleri and may be a migrant individual,
but an October specimen from the Rio
Preto should be from a resident popula-
tion. It is in first annual plumage, rather
more warmly brown on the back than adult
Matto Grosso birds but not so rufous as
examples in juvenal plumage. The chest
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is less heavily marked than in euleri and
about as in argentinus, but the throat and
belly are quite yellowish. It appears to
belong best with the Matto Grosso series,
to which I am not prepared to put a dis-
tinctive name owing to the intermediate
nature of the population.
Several Peruivian specimenis, dated May,
July, and August, are easily referable to
aigentinus antI, no doubt, are to be con-
sidered as wintering individuals. Four
October birds from the Department of
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, indicate the probable
breeding of argentinus in that region.
On the other hand, one August bird from
Mission San Antonio, Cochabamba, is not
conclusive as regards nesting probabilities.
Two other birds from the same locality
belong to etleri and it is impossible to sav
with this material, which is the breeding
formii.
Empidonax euleri bolivianus Allemi
Empidonax bolivianus ALLEN, 1889, Bull.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., II, p. 86-Bolivia
(Rusby coll.), probably Yungas of La Paz;
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.
The type of bolivianus very clearly be-
longs to the greenish-huedt group of bir(ds
formerly all included under the name
lawrencei and considered to be specifically
distinct froiii euleri. With nearly fifty
examples of the birds of this group, I aiii
able to find a certain amount of differen-
tiation between the north-Venezuelan anid
Trinidad birds anld the Peruvian and Ecua-
dorian specimens which justifies the (livi-
sion of lawrencei into two subspecies. The
Venezuelan and Trinidad examples average
decidedly brighter yellow on the belly (es-
pecially noticeable in several birds fromy
the Cumana region), and rather duller,
often with a slight brownish tinge, on the
back and chest which are inore greenish-i in
the birds from Peru' and Ecuador.
The type of bolivianus is particularly
pale on the belly, without much yellowisl
tinge, but the back and chestare not asbright
greenish as the average Peruvian skin,
having a slightly sootier tone. The speci-
men is older than any other I have from
the coim-bined range of the greeniish-lhtued
forms, and myav have dlarkene(l with age.
In any case, there is not enough distinction
from the Peruvian series to warrant an
atteinpt to keep this single specimen
subspecifically apart ancd I refer all the
resident Peruvian birds to bolivianus.
Peruvian specimens bear dates of various
times during the year (June, July, August,
October, November, and December), show-
ing that residence is permanent. Three
Ecuadorian examples are datedl in Feb-
ruary and April and eight birds from
various points along the Amazon Valley
were taken in June, July, an(d August.
Two specimens fronii the lower Rio Negro,
in Br azil, were obtained in Januarv.
This series as a wlhole, therefore, indicates
that boiivianus is the residlent forumi in the
Ainazoiiian regioni.
I amii unable to get a clear picture of the
imolt or breeding season in Peru' or the
Amazonian region in general froI-n the dates
on the specimens at han(l. A north-
P'eruvian bird is mnolting in December;
an Ecuadoirian, in February; a Rio Madei-
ran, in June; and a Rio Xingu' individual,
in August. There is a specimnen in juvenal
plumage froIn souitheastern Ecuador, taken
late in October; one from southeastern
Peru, dated in November; one from the
Rio Negro, Brazil, date(d in January. It
seems probable, therefore, that there is
some variation in bireedling season and molt
according to locality witlhin the Tropical
Zone.
The iiimature plumnage of bolivianus is
iiot always distinguishable with perfect
assurance from that of euleri or argentinus,
since the upper parts are definitely brown.
Nevertheless, there is a slight tinge of
green usually present on the back, tlle
throat and belly may be mnore strongly
greenish yellow, the pectoral band is less
heavy than in euleri but stronger than in
argentinus and may have a slightly green-
ish suggestion.
One female fromn southeastern Peru' is
unusually interesting. At first glance it
appears to be an example of euleri although
the upper parts are not so warm brown and
the under parts are somewhat imore green-
ish yellow. The plumage is fresh and not
quite so comnpact as in a fully a(lult bird
althotigih a miiolt appears to be all buit cotn-
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pletedl, with the submedian rectrices now
being replaced and the median pair still
juvenal. The wings are juvenal in appear-
ance though quite fresh. This specimen
appears to be in a first-annual plumage re-
taining the colors of the juvenal but ac-
quiring some of the compactness of feather-
structure of the adult.
Reexamination of some of the records
of E. euleri euleri from other parts of Peru'
may show the specimens in question to be
in somewhat similar condition, if not in full
juvenal plumage. The localities involved,
as I have stated under euleri, are Monte-
rico, Jeberos, Huambo Chayavitas, Pebas,
and one of the two from Yurimaguas.
Taczanowski placed these records under
a misidentified "Empidochanes olivus"
which he describedI as dark olive above, a
characterization that applies well to
bolivianus. He also described the young
as brown on the upper parts, which agrees
with my own findings although the refer-
ence was transferred by Dr. Hellmayr to
euleri.
Records from Peru' which undoubtedly
belong to bolivianus are from Iquitos,
Huacamayo, and Puerto Yessup.
A single specimen from Suapure, Rio
Orinoco, Venezuela, resembles bolivianus in
its pale under parts but the olive of the
upper parts has a more brownish tinge than
is slhown by any of the series of that form,
agreeing better with some specimens of
lauwrencei to which I refer this example for
tl-he present.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
E. e. eeleri.-BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro, La
Raiz, 1 d; Therezopolis, 4 e, 1 9, 1 (?);
Monte Serrat, 1 c, 1 9 Maceiras, 2 9
Espirito Santo, Serra de Caparao, 1 el, 3 9;
Minas Geraes, Rio Caparfio, 2 e, 1 9; Parania,
Rio Iguassu', 2 i; Corvo, 1 (?); Porto Almeida,
1 (?); Roca Nova, 2 ce; SAo Paulo, Fazenda
Cayoa, 1 9; Maranhfio, Flores, 1 (?); Santa
Catharina, Palmitos, 2 e, 1 (?); Rio Grande
do Sul, Lag6a Vermelha, 1 9; west of Sao
Lorenzo, 3 9; Sinimbu', 2 e, 2 9; Santa
Cruz, 1 9; Candioto, 1 o; Lag6a de Forno,
1 d; Lagoa dos Patos, 1 c; Rio Madeira,
CalamA, 1 d; Rosarinho, 1 (?); Rio Tapajoz,
Igarape Amorin, 1 9; Rio Negro, Hacienda
Rio Negro, Manaos, 1 9. URUGUAY: Que-
brada de los Cuervos, 1 eP 1, 1 9 ARGENTINA:
1 Specimens in Field Museum of Natural History,
Chicago.
Misiones, El Dorado, 1 9 ', 2 (?)1. BOLIVIA:
Mission San Antonio, Rio Chimor6, 1 eX, 1 9.
PARAGUAY: Chaco, west of Puerto Pinasco, 1 e.
PERfT: Yurimaguas, 1 9 '.
E. e. argentinuts (X euleri).-BRAZIL: Matto
Grosso, Chapada, 5 e, 5 9, 1 (?); Descalvados,
3 9; San Lorenzo River, 1 d; Rio Preto, Santa
Isabel, 1 9.
E. e. argentinlts.-ARGENTINA: Buenos Aires,
Pacheco, 1 d; Tucuman, Tafi Viejo, 1 (?);
Concepcion, 1 el. PARAGUAY: Colonia Inde-
pendencia, 1 (?); east of Caaguassui, 1 e,
1 (?); east of Yhu', 1 d; Abai, 1 (?). BOLIVIA:
Santa Cruz, California, 2 d; Vermejo, 2 d;
Mission San Antonio, Rio Chimore, 1 d.
BRAZIL: Bahia, Iracema, 1 e; Baixao, 1 eP,
1 9; Jequie, 1 d; Orobo, 2 o; Piauhy, Par-
nagua, 1 . PERI'T: Puerto Indiana, 1 9;
Chuchurras, 1 d; Vista Alegre, 1 9 1; Tulu-
mayo, Junin, 1 e.
E. e. bolivianus.-BOLIVIA: (no other locality),
1 (?) (type). PERI'T: Rio Tavara, 2 e, 1 9;
La Pampa, 1 d; Rio Ucayali, Sarayacu, 1 e,
3 9; Rio Amazonas, Puerto Indiana, 1 c;
Apayacu, 1 d; Rio Mazan, 1 e. ECUADOR:
San Jose, 1 ci; Rio Suno, above Avila, 2 9.
BRAZIL: Teffe, 1 c, 1 9; Rio Madeira, Rosa-
rinho, 2 e, 1 9; Humaytha', 1 9; Calama',
1 J; Rio Xingu', Tapara, 1 d; Rio Negro,
Igarape Cacao Pereira, 2 ce.
E. e. lauwrencei.-"South America," 1 (?)
(type). TRINIDAD: Princestown, 5 e, 2 9;
Caparo, 3 e, 3 9. VENEZUELA: Crist6bal
Col6n, 1 9; Campos Alegre Valley, Cumana,
1 9; Quebrada Secca, 1 9; La Tigrera, 1 e,
1 9; Hills of La Tigrera, 1 9; Rio Orinoco,
Suapuire, 1 9.
Terenotriccus erythrurus brunneifrons
Helli-nayr
Terenotriccius erythr7irus brunneifrons HELL-
MAYR, 1927 (April 11), Field Mus. Nat. Hist.
Publ., Zool. Ser., XIII (5), p. 231-Tres Arroyos,
Bolivia; ce; Field Mus. Nat. Hist.
Peruvian specimens from localities
south of the Marafn6n agree well with
Bolivian examples in respect to the warmth
of dorsal coloration and the presence of a
decided ochreous-brown area on the fore-
head. They appear to be most nearly like
hellmayri of the Par.6 region.
Records from Peru' which are assignable
to brunneifrons are from Yahuarmayo,
Monterico, Borgofia, Cosfiipata, Santa
Cruz, Chamicuros, Chayavitas, and Je-
beros.
Birds from northeastern Peru', north of
the Marafion, and from eastern Ecuador are
somewhat larger and less warmly colored
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above and appear to represent an unde-
scribed form which may be known as fol-
lows.
Terenotriccus erythrurus signatus, new
subspecies
TYPE from Puerto Indiana, Perfi. No.
232,167, American Museum of Natural History.
Adult male collected June 20, 1926, by Carlos
Olalla and sons.
DIAGNOSIS.-Distinguishable from T. e. brun-
neifrons of Bolivia and Perui south of the Mara-
flon by darker and less rufescent back and top
of the head, with much less evident bright colora-
tion on the forehead, duller auriculars, and
deeper rufescence on the under parts and outer
margins of the remiges; upper wing-coverts
with rufous margins broader and more deeply
rufous; size averaging somewhat larger.
RANGE.-Northeastern Perui, north of the
Marafn6n, and eastern Ecuador.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.-TOP of the head Dark
Olive, with a dull tawny suffusion in a narrow
frontal area, over the lores, almost obsolete
over the orbit, and slightly developed behind
the eye; lores whitish; auriculars dull Deep
Olive-Buff; mantle anteriorly a little paler than
the top of the head, brightening posteriorly into
Buffy Olive; scapulars and lower back bright
Hazel; upper tail-coverts more deeply colored,
Sanford's Brown X Cinnamon-Rufous. Belly
Cinnamon X Clay Color; breast and sides
deeper in tone; chin and throat paler, near
Cinnamon-Buff. Wings dusky, with outer
margins of primaries finely cinnamomeous;
secondaries with outer margins slightly broader
and darker; tertials Tawny Olive with brighter
outer margins; median and greater upper wing-
coverts with most of outer webs deep Cinnamon-
Rufous and inner webs dusky; lesser coverts
like the scapulars; under wing-coverts like the
sides of the breast, with'a dark area at the base
of the primaries; inner margins of the remiges
narrowly cinnamomeous. Tail Sanford's Brown
X Auburn, indistinctly duller apically. Bill
(in dried skin) with maxilla blackish, mandible
whitish; feet yellow. Wing, 54 mm.; tail,
38.5; exposed culmen, 8; culmen from base,
11; tarsus, 14.25.
REMARKS.-Female like the male in
color but smaller. Wing, 49-50.25 mm.
(av., 49.75); tail, 35-38 (av., 36.5). Males
measure: wing, 52-57.25 (av., 53.9); tail,
37-42 (av., 39.3).
T. e. brunneiceps measures as follows.
Males: wing, 48-52.5 (av., 49.3); tail,
35-41 (av., 38.8). Females: wing, 46-
49.75 (av., 47.4); tail, 33-36 (av., 34.7).
The only record from Peri which is
likely to appertain to signatus is from
Iquitos.
This new form does not approach ful-
vigularis (of western Ecuador, western and
northern Colombia, and Central America
north to Nicaragua) which has the fore-
head about as strongly rufescent as in
brunneiceps though of a paler tint and which
is much clearer greenish in the hue of the
upper parts. In some respects it stands
between brunneiceps and the birds of south-
ern Venezuela, but in certain details
it is the extreme, in size and in average
depth of color on the under parts and the
exterior surface of the wings. The south-
Venezuelan birds are not erythrurus as
supposed, but are very distinct from that
form and, being without a name, are de-
scribed hereunder.
Terenotriccus erythrurus venezuelensis,
new subspecies
TYPE from Esmeralda, Mt. Duida, Vene-
zuela; altitude 325 feet. No. 274,562, Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History. Adult male
collected October 6, 1928, by the Olalla brothers.
DIAGNOSIs.-Differs from T. e. erythrurus of
the Guianas by the much clearer and deeper
hue of rufous on the under parts, without the
grayish shading of the breast and sides; throat
more cinnamon-buffy, less whitish; upper parts
darker, on average, and somewhat warmer in
tone; rufous of wings and tail deeper.
Separable from signatus by slightly smaller
size, grayer' dorsal coloration without evident
pale frontal patch, with a dusky area on the
basal portion of the outer webs of the greater
and median upper wing-coverts, with less rufes-
cent lesser upper wing-coverts, and with slightly
paler and more pinkish-tinged under parts.
RANGE.-Southern Venezuela on the upper
Orinoco and Caura rivers and the region of Mt.
Duida, reaching northwestern Brazil on the
upper Rio Uaupes.
DEsCRIPrIoN OF TYPE.-TOP of head uniform
Deep Grayish Olive; lores whitish; region
behind the eye slightly buffy; auriculars dull
olivaceous buff; mantle very little paler than
,thetop of the head; scapulars with a tinge of
Saccardo's Umber; lower back tinged with
einnamomeous, becoming Sayal Brown X
Tawny Olive on the lower rump, and brightening
to Sanford's Brown X Cinnamon-Rufous on
the upper tail-coverts. Belly Clay Color X
Ochraceous-Buff, very little deeper on the breast
and sides; chin and throat light Ochraceous-
Buff. Wings dusky, with outer margins of
primaries finely margined with cinnamomeous;
secondaries with broader margins of similar
color; tertials Saccardo's Umber with brighter
edges; greater and median upper wing-coverts
with outer margins Cinnamon-Rufous, reaching
the shafts only near the tips; lesser series like
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the scapulars; under wing-coverts a little more
deeply colored than the breast and with a dusky
patch at the base of the primaries; inner mar-
gins of remiges narrowly cinnamomeous. Tail
Sanford's Brown X Auburn, with an indistinctly
darker terminal area. Bill (in dried skin) with
maxilla blackish, mandible whitish. Wing, 51
mm.; tail, 37.5; exposed culmen, 6.75; culmen
from base, 11; tarsus, 15.
REMARKS.-Femiale colored like tlhe
miale but slightly smialler in size. Wing,
46-49 mm. (av., 47.4); tail, 33.5-38 (av.,
35.9). The series of males measures:
wing, 51-53 (av., 52); tail, 36.5-41 (av.,
39.1).
This for-m is readily separable from its
conspecies by the characters given, both
individually and in series. It is more
likely to be confused with signatus than
with erythruruts, with which it has been
included heretofore, but is different from
both of these others. Two specimens from
Tahuapunto, Rio Uaup6s, Brazil, are ex-
actly like the Venezuelan birds, although
three skins fromn Tatu, just below the
mnouth of the Uaup6s, are just as clearly
referable to typical erythrurus, as are other
Rio Negro s)ecilnens liste(d below. Pel-
zeln's Marabitanas and Rio Ianna speci-
niens should be reexamined to determine
whether thev belong to er!ythrurus or
venezuelensis. The localities are between
the ranges of the two forms as represented
in the collections before me.
A good series of birds from the south
bank of the Amazon, from Teff6 to as far
east as the Rio Tapajoz, shows a constant
difference from several skins from the Rio
Tocantins and the Para (listrict which,
in turn, agree with the characters given
for heilmayri, described from Para. Since
there is no available name for these Ama-
zonian bir(ds tlhey mav be (lescribed as
follows.
Terenotriccus erythrurus amazonus,
new subspecies
TYPE from Igarape Amorin, Rio Tapajoz
(left bank), Brazil. No. 288,790, American
Museum of Natural History. Adult male
collected July 2, 1931, by Alfonso M. Olalla.
DIAGNOSIs. Differs from 7'. s. hellmayri
of Pari and the Rio Tocantins by much more
olivaceous, less rufous, mantle and forehead,
very much duller rump, narrowei rufous margins
on the greater and median upper wing-coverts,
and paler and duller under parts.
In general most resembles ftulvigildaris but is
still very different, lacking the strong greenish
tinge of the upper parts and the pronounced
cinnamomeous forehead and having the bright
edges of the upper wing-coverts narrower and
the rump duller.
RANGE.-South bank of the Amazoni from
Teff6 at least as far eastward as the Rio Tapajoz
(right bank), extending up the Rio Madeira as
far as Porto Velho.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.-Top of head Deep
Olive without noticeably brighter forehead;
lores whitish; a slight tawny tinge behind eye
and on the auriculars; mantle Citrine Drab;
scapulars Light Brownish Olive; rump largely
Tawny Olive, brightening posteriorly and pass-
ing into Cinnamon-Rufous on the upper tail-
coverts. Belly Clay Color X light Ochraceous-
Buff; breast and sides somewhat deeper in
tone; chin and throat light Ochraceous-Buff.
Wings dusky with outer margins of primaries
finely cinnamomeous buff; secondaries with
margins a little wider; tertials Brownish Olive
with noticeably brighter edges; median and
greater upper wing-coverts with outer margins
Cinnamon, mostly separated from the shaft by a
dusky stripe; lesser coverts like the back;
under wing-coverts like the breast but w%ith a
dusky patch near the base of the primaries;
inner margins of remiges narrowly cinnamo-
meous. Tail Ferruginous X Cinnamon-Buff,
indistinctly darker distally. Maxilla blackish;
mandible whitish. Wing, 49.5 mm.; tail, 39;
exposed culmen, 6.75; cuilmen from base, 10;
tarsus, 15.
REMARKS.-Feinale like the inale but
smaller. Wing, 43-48 mmin. (av., 46.1);
tail, 34-36.5 (av., 35.3). AMales measure:
wing, 48-51 (av., 49.9); tail, 37-40 (av.,
38.4).
The series fromn the region between
Teff6 and the Tapajoz and from the Rio
Madeira as far upstream as Porto Velho is
relatively uniform. A single bird -from
the Rio Roosevelt, "Camp 9" (near the
head of the river), differs from all other
available s)ecimens of the (lifferenit sub-
species and may possibly represent an
undescribed form. The back is milore
warmly brown than that of amazonus but
not so rufescent as that of helina!yri or
brutnneifrons and the rump is relatively
dull as in amazonus. The forehead is
as in amazon us, not conspicuously different
from the crown. The under p)arts
arc rather deeply hued. The greater
and median upper wing-coverts have their
outer webs almost entirely ruifescent,
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suggesting signatus but (uite unlike amwa-
zoniis. More material from this region
will be required to determine the status of
the resident members of the species.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
T. e. erythrurus.-FRENCH GUIANA: Ipousin,
1 d. BRITISH GUIANA: Potaro Landing, 1 e,
2 9; Tumatumari, 1 oe; Camacusa, 1 9;
Ourumee, 1 9. BRAZIL: Rio Negro, Tatu',
1 e, 2 (?); Tabocal, 1 '; Mt. Curycuryari,
1 9; Santa Maria, 1 ce; Yucabi, 1 c; Muir-
apinima', 1 d; Rio Jamunda, Faro, 2 e.
T. e. hellmayri.-BRAZIL: Para, Prata, 1 d;
Santa Isabel, 1 e; Rio Tocantins, Cameta,
2 e.
T. e. amazonus.-BRAZIL: Rio Tapajoz, Iga-
rap6 Amorin, 2 c(inlc. type); IgarapeBrabo,
1 e, 2 9; Caxiricatuba, 1 d; Piquiatuba, 1 d;
Tauary, 3 e, 1 9; Rio Amazonas, Villa Bella
Imperatriz, 1 c; Rio Madeira, Borba, 1 9;
Igarape Auaria, 1 d; Rosarinho, 1 "ci" [=
9]; Santo Antonio de Guajara, 1 oe; Calama,
3 d; Porto Velho, 1 9; Teffe, 1 e.
T. e. subsp.?-BRAZIL: Rio Roosevelt,
"Camp 9," 1 e.
T. c. brutnneifrons.-BOLIVIA: Tres Arroyos,
1 a'; Todos Santos, 1 d; Mission San Antonio,
6 i; mouth of Rio San Antonio, 1 d; San
Mateo, 1 e. PERt: Rio Tavara, 1 c; Monte-
alegre, 1 d; Lagarto, 3 e, 2 9; Santa Rosa,
1 9; mouth of Rio Urubamba, 1 9; Sarayacu,
1 , 1 9; Orosa, 2 9; Samiria, 1 e.
T. e. signatIts.-PER"T: Puerto Indiana, 4 c
(iiiel. type). ECUADOR: mouth of Rio Curaray,
1 e, 1 9; lower Rio Suno, 3 d; upper Rio
Suno, 2 a, 1 9; below San Jose de Sumaco,
3 a', 1 9; Zamora, 1 e.
T. e. venezuielensis.-VENEZUELA: Mt. Duida,
Esmeralda, 6 c(incl. type), 1 9; Cafio Seco,
1 e, 1 9; Caflo Le6n, 3 e, 1 9; Playa del
Rio Base, 1 e, 1 9, 1 (?); "Primer Campa-
mento," 2 9; [western] foot of Mt. Duida,
1 9; Rio Orinoco, mouth of Rio Ocamo, 2 ce,
2 9; opposite mouth of Ocamo, 1 d; Suapure,
1 9; Lalaja, 2 9; Nericagua, 1 d; R io
Caura, Nicare, 2 e, 1 9; La Pricion, 3 " 9 "
[= a? ]; La Union, 1 9; Rio Cassiquiare,
Solano, 2 e, 2 9; El Mercy, 1 a; opposite El
Merey, 1 9; Buena Vista, 2 a; Rio Huaynia,
junction with Cassiquiare, 2 e. BRAZIL: Rio
Uaup6s, Tahuapunto, 2 e.
T. e. ftulvig?laris.-ECUADOR: Cachabi, 2 d;
Rio de Oro, 2 9. COLOMBIA: Puerto Val-
divia, 2 9; San Jose, Cauca, 1 d; Alto Bonito,
2 a; "Bogota" (trade skin), 1 a'; Santa Marta,
Jordan, 1 9. PANAMA: [Tacarcuna, Tapalisa,
El Real, Boca de Cupe, savanna near Panama,
Barro Colorado, (near Lion Hill), Guaval,
Bogava, Almirante, Wilcox Camp, Santa Fe],
19 a', 7 9, 1 (?). COSTA RTCA: [Bonilla, Ata-
lanta, El Pozo, Paso Real, Guapiles, Boruca,
mouth of Matina River, Pozo del Rio Grande,
Puerto Jim6nez, Volcan de Oso, Carrillo, Buenos
Aires, Guacimo], 15 ae, 6 9. NICARAGUA:
Vizagua, 1 d; Los Sabalos, 1 9.
Myiobius barbatus barbatus (Gmelin)
Muscicapa barbata GMELIN, 1789, Syst. Nat.,
I (2), p. 933-based on DAUBENTON, P1. Enl.,
830, fig. 1; Cayenne.
A single specimen from Pomara, iniddle
Rio Marafion, Peru, is doubtfully referred
here rather than to amazonicus which
occupies northeastern Peru south of the
middle and lower stretches of the Mara-
fion. The Pomara bird is not as strongly
marked as most of the series of barbatus
from the Guianas, Venezuela, northern
Brazil, and eastern Colombia and Ecuador,
but it matches some examples of the typical
form and has rather more definite pectoral
shading of brown than any a(dult amazoni-
CUS.
There are no other records from 1'eru' that
may be assigned here without question.
Certain records are in doubt as is dis-
cussed under the following form.
Myiobius barbatus amazonicus Todd
Myiobius barbatuis amazonicuts TODD, 1925
(July 15), Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XXXVIII,
p. 96-Hyutanahan, Rio Puru's, Brazil; d;
Carnegie Mus.
The only Peruvian specimens of amazoni-
cus I have seen are from the Ucayali
Valley and the south bank of the Amazon
below the mouth of this tributary. Hell-
mayr has referred here certain records from
west of the lower Huallaga (Yurimaguas,
Jeberos, and Chayavitas), presumably on
the basis of Todd's earlier action in assigni-
ing these records to barbatus rather than
to atricaudus. Actually, there is no cer-
tainty as to where these recor(1s belong,
specifically or subspecifically. As alrea(ly
noted by Todd (1922, Proc. Biol. Soc.
Wash., XXXV, p. 26) the measurements
given by Taczanowski (1884, Orn. Perou,
II, p. 298) for "barbatus" are not consis-
tent and although those of one specimen
agree with those of members of the bar-
batus group, the dimensions of another
example are better in accord with atri-
caudus. There is the possibility of a typo-
graphical error, as suggested by Todd, but
I can see no reason to question the correct-
ness of the measurements with the conse-
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queent belief that Taczanowski had speci-
inens of both species. Unfortunately,
Taczanowski di(d not segregate his data and
it is now impossible to say which birds
were from which localities. Likewise it is
uncertain whether the specimen (or speci-
mens) of the barbatus group should be as-
signed to amazonicus or to typical bar-
baths.
A record of Myiobius "xanthop?,gius"
from the "Upper Ucayali" (= near Cashi-
boya), if properly left in barbatus where
it hias been placed by authors, must belong
to amazonicus.
The examination of comparative mate-
riial from various parts of the specific range
has led to the discovery that the birds
from the south bank of the lower Amazon
and the Rio Tocantins are quite different
from mastacalis of southeastern Brazil and
apparently are without a name. They
may be known as follows.
Myiobius barbatus insignis,
new subspecies
TYPE from Piquiatuba, Rio Tapajoz, Brazil.
No. 287,271, American Museum of Natural
History. Adult male collected May 26, 1931,
by Alfonso M. Olalla.
DIAGNosIs.-Differs from 31. b. amazonicus
of the upper Amazon Valley by paler yellow
belly and brown-shaded breast and sides.
Differs from typical M. b. barbatius of the Gui-
anas, northeastern Brazil, Venezuela, eastern
Colombia, and eastern Ecuador, by much paler
yellow belly and rump and duller brown chest
and sides. Differs from Al. b. mastacalis of
southeastern Brazil by very much duller under
parts and paler yellow rump.
RANGE.-South bank of the lower Amazon
from the Tapajoz to the Tocantins, possibly
wvestward to portions of the valley of the Rio
Madeira.
DESCRIPTION OF TYI'E.-Top of head dark
Olive Green with a central, concealed crest of
Primuline Yellow, deepening to Wax Yellow
in the middle and with the bordering yellow-
feathers tipped with dark Olive Green; back
dark Olive Green; rump Naphthalene Yellow;
upper tail-coverts sooty brown. Lores olive-
tipped, buffy at base; auriculars Buffy Olive;
anl inconspicuous pale line around the eye on
the eyelids; sides of breast light Buffy Olive
with this color carried in less prominence across
the chest; throat dull Marguerite Yellow; belly
near Naphthalene Yellow; flanks with a narrow
prolongation of the color of the sides of the breast
but mostly like the belly; under tail-coverts
slightly browner than Isabella Color and with
inconspicuous dusky tips on the longest feathers
preceded by a slightly paler area. Wings dusky
brown with the outer margins of the primaries
and secondaries, the exposed portions of the
tertials, and the margins and tips of the upper
wing-coverts Light Brownish Olive; under
wing-coverts Pale Olive-Buff with a brownish
area along the carpal margin and with the under
primary-coverts sooty; inner margins of remiges
narrowly but not very conspicuously pale.
Tail blackish brown, very slightly double-
rounded; outer margins of the rectrices basally
a little lighter brown than the rest of the feathers.
Maxilla dull, dark brownish; mandible whitish
with narrow dark tip; feet dull, pale brownish.
Wing, 62 mm.; tail, 49.5; exposed culmen, 8;
culmen from base, 14; tarsus, 16!
REMARKS.-Female very similar to the
male but somewhat smaller (wing, 58.5-
59; tail, 49.5. Males: wing, 62-66; tail,
49.5-55.5). A single female from Barao
Melgago, Matto Grosso, is slightly larger
but agrees best in color with the series of
insignis while a male from Broken Canoe
Rapids, Rio Roosevelt, agrees better witlh
mastacalis, though it is not typical of that
form and is larger than any other speci-
men I have (wing, 71; tail, 60). Possibly
there is a highland form yet to be de-
scribed from the Matto Grosso region to
which both the Barao Melgaqo female
and the male from Broken Canoe Rapids
belong.
I have been unable to find any specific
differences between the members of the
barbatus group and those of the suppose(lly
distinct sulphureip?ygus group. It is true
that there is a fairly sharp line of distinc-
tion between aureatus and typical barbatus
which replace each other on the two sides
of the Andes in Ecuador and Colombia.
However, aureatus and mastacalis are very
similar. Both have a strong tawny color
on the breast and sides which gives them
the same general appearance. The under
tail-coverts of mnastacalis usually are
browner than those of aureatus but the
difference is not constant. The tail of
mastacalis is paler brown than that of
aureatus but the (lifference is bridged by
amazonicus, barbatus, and insignis and is
of no specific value in this case.
It seems probable, therefore, that sul-
phureipygus and aureatus deserve inclusion
in the barbatus group. It is possible that
they, with mastacalis, represent the nearest
approach to the ancestral form fromii which
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the Amazonian representatives could have
been derived to populate this central
region after it ceased to be occupied by an
arm of the Tertiary sea.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
1I. b. barbatuts.-FRENCH GUIANA: Tamanoir.
2 oe; Ipousin, 2 e. DUTCH GUIANA: interior,
3 eZ, 1 9; near Paramaribo, 1 e. BRITISH
GUIANA: Potaro Landing, 1 e, 2 9; Mines
district, 1 (?); Tumatumari, 1 e, 3 9 ; Wis-
mar, 1 e, 1 9; Minnehaha Creek, 1 (?).
VENEZUELA: Roraima, 1 9; Arabupu, 1 e,
3 9, 2 (?); M[t. Duida, "pie del cerro," 1 e,
1 9; "Cainpamento del Medio," 1 c; Rio
Huayniia, junction with the Cassiquiare, 2 ei,
1 9; terrain between the junction of the
Huaynia and the Cassiquiare, 1 9; Rio Caura,
La Pricion, 1 9; Suapure, 2 e, 1 9. BRAZIL:
Rio Uaupes, lanarete, 1 d; Tahuapunto, 3 9,
1 (?); Rio Negro, Tatiu, 2 c, 1 9; Yavanari,
1 ci; Tabocal, 1 d; Mt. Curycuryari, "pie del
cerro, " I e; Rio Jamunda, Faro, 1 e, 1 9.
COLOMBIA: Florencia, 2 e, 1 9; La Morelia,
1 eS. ECUJADOR: Rio Suno, above Avila, 1 9;
lower Rio Suno, 4 e; mouth of Rio Curaray,
1 e. PERI'J: Pomara, 1 9.
.11. 1b. armnIzonicas.-BRAZIL: Rio Madeira,
HumaythA, 1 9. PERU Orosa, 1 e, 1 9;
Rio ITcayali, Lagarto, 1 9; Santa Rosa, 3 ce,
3 9 ; Sarayacti, 1 [9 ]; Rio Pichis, Puerto
Berlnidez, 1 9 l
Mll. b. inslliJnlis.-11BRAZIL: Rio Tapajoz, Piquia-
tuba, 1 ce (type), 1 9, 1 (?); Tauary, 1 c;
1garape Amoriii, 1 c; Caxiricatuba, 1 ci;
Rio Tocantinls, Calmetil, 1 9 ; Arumatheua, 1 c;
Matto Grosso, Barao Melgago, 1 9.
1H. b. mastacalis.-BRAZIL: (no locality),
1 9 (onie of the cotypes); "Bahia," 1 c, 4
(?); Bahia, .Jequie(, 1 d; Itiruissu', 1 e; Ca-
jazeiras, 1 (?); Santa Catharina, Joinville, 1 ci;
Minas Gera0s, Rio Doce, 1 9; Espirito Santo,
Lag6a Jul)arallm, 3 e, 1 9; Santa Barbara de
Clapartilo, I c; Baixo Guandui, 1 9, 1 (?);
Goyaz, IF'azenida EsperatiQa, 1 ce, 1 9; Rio
Roosevelt, Broken Canoe Rapids, 1 e2; "Gua-
teniala" (errore), 1 (?).
M. (tnreatuts. ECUADOR: Rio de Oro,
2 e, 9,1 (?); Chimbo, 3 9; Cachabi, 3 e,
1 9; Naranjo, 1 i; Alamor, 1 e. COLOMBIA:
.Juntas de Tamanli,, 1 9; Choco, 1 ce, 1 9;
Baudo, 1 9; Sani Jose', 1 9; Barbacoas, 2 e;
Alto Bonito, I e, 1 9; N6vita, 1 (?); "W.
Colombia," 1 (?); "Bogota," 1 (?). PANAMAk:
[Wilcox Camp, Santa Fe, Rio Calovevora, (Lion
Hill), Bogava, El Banco, Barro Colorado,
Cituro, Tapalisa, El Real, and Tacarcuna], 17
e, 7 9, 2 (?). NICARAGUTA: (Los Sabalos, Las
Cafias, Savala, Tuma, Rio Tuma, Pefna Blanca,
and Rlo Grande), 10 c, 3 9. COSTA RICA:
(El General, Pozo Azul, Guapiles, Lagarto,
Miravalles, Boruca, Puerto Jim6nez, Bonilla,
1 Specimen in Field Museum of Nattural History,
Chicago.
Not typical.
Parismina, and Hacienda La Iberia), 14 c<, 7 9.
? M. b. sulphureipYgus.-GUATEMALA: Secan-
quim,2 e,3 9,2 (?); VeraPaz, 2().
Myiobius villosus peruvianus Todd
Myiobius villosus peruvianus TODD, 1922
(March 20), Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XXXV, p.
32-Rio Tavara, southeastern Perul; c; Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist.
Three birds from the southeasterni part
of Peru agree in having the rump decidedly
buffy, the yellow of the under parts (lull,
with that on the belly as restricted as in
typical villosus, and with the broad stripe
on the flanks of a somewhat warmer hue
of brown than in either typical villosus
or the birds of northeastern Peru and east-
ern Ecuador that heretofore have been
referred to peruvianus. The northeastern
birds differ also in other ways so consistently
that I believe they are distinguishable
from peruvianus and entitled to recogniition
as described below.
Three specimens from the Rio Cadena,
recorded by Berlepsch and Stolzmanoi, be-
long here without question.
Myiobius villosus clarus, new
subspecies
TYPE from Lomo Santo (above Jaen), Mara-
fion Valley, Perui; altitude 5000 feet. No.
185,876, American Museum of Natural History.
Adult male collected May 31, 1924, by Harry
Watkins; original No. 8057.
DIAGMoSIs.-Differs from both M. v. villosus of
western Ecuador and western Colombia and
M. v. peruvianus of southeastern Perul by clearer
and more greenish coloration. Yellow of belly
broader than in either of the other forms and
lighter in tone; rump paler yellow than in
villosus; clearer yellow, less buffy, than in
peruvianus.
RANGE.-Northeastern Perui and eastern
Ecuador.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.-TOP of head Dark
Citrine with the central portion occupied by a
concealed crest of Lemon Chrome; the yellow
feathers tipped with Dark Citrine, the anterior
plumes with a slight tinge of orange-brown at the
distal end of the yellow area; anterior and middle
part of the back dark Olive Green; rump
abruptly Martius Yellow; upper tail-coverts
blackish with a very slight olivaceous tinge on
the margins. Lores dull whitish; sides of head
near Buffy Citrine; chin dull whitish with a
slightly yellowish tinge; throat tinged w% ith
Barium Yellow; breast, sides, and flanks
browner than Orange-Citrine; abdomen broadly
bright Barium Yellow with some obsolete
darker subterminal markings on the upper and
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lateral feathers, giving a suggestion of mottling
to the region; under tail-coverts buffy brown,
barred with darker brown and with paler yellow
tips; thighs near Raw Umber. Wings near
Dark Mouse Gray with narrow external margins
of Brownish Olive on the secondaries and ter-
tials; upper wing-coverts margined with Brown-
ish Olive; under wing-coverts Naphthalene
Yellow with a browner area along the carpal
margin and a grayish color at the base of the
primaries; inner margins of remiges inconspicu-
ously pale, more buffy on the secondaries. Tail
dull blackish, slightly rounded (outer rectrices
3 mm. shorter than the others). Maxilla black-
ish; mandible whitish with a small dark tip.
Feet brown. Wing, 70 mm.; tail, 59; exposed
culmen, 9.25; culmen from base, 15.25; tarsus,
17.25.
REMARKS.-Female similar to the male
in general coloration but smaller (wing,
64.75-67 instead of 70-75.5) and with the
yellow of the crest replaced by Antique
Brown or Antique Brown X Mars Yellow,
usually less extensive than in the crest of
the males.
I am uncertain where to place Taczanow-
ski's record of "Myiobius xanthopygius"
from Amable Maria since I have no com-
parative material from this vicinity.
Specimens from the Huallaga and Marafo6n
valleys all agree with the characters given
above. Sclater (1888, Cat. Birds Brit.
Mus., XIV, pp. 199, 201) includes the
record under both villosus and barbatus
although Taczanowski himself (1884, Orn.
PWrou, II, p. 299) places it solely under
villosus. It is probable, therefore, that
the specimen was really of the villosus
group and not of the barbatus one. The
locality is rather closer to the otherwise
known range of clarus than to that of
peruvianus, judging by the segregation ex-
hibited in many other cases of other species
of birds. For the present, therefore, the
Amable Maria record may be transferred
to clarus pending evidence to refute this
assignment.
Records from Peru thus may include
Huambo, Amable Maria, and Perico.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
M. v. VilloSus.-COLOMBIA: Cocal, 1 9;
Ricaurte, 1 e, 1 (?); "Bogota," 1 9. ECUA-
DOR: Mindo, 5 a, 1 9.
M. v. clarus.-ECUADOR: below San Jose,
1 e, 1 9; Rio Suno, above Avila, 4 d; mouth
of Rio Curaray, 1 9. PERUJ: Lomo Santo,
2 (incl. type); Huarandosa, 1 " e"; Rio
Negro, west of Moyobamba, 1 d; Santa Rosa,
Rio Maranoin, 1 o; San Ignacio, 1 e, 2 9;
Huachipa, 1 el, 2 9 1.
.M. v. peruvianus.-PERU: Rio Tavara, 1 e
(type); Santo Domingo, 1 a; Inca Mine, 1 6'.
Myiobius atricaudus portovelae
Chapman
Myiobius atricaudus portovelae CHAPMAN,
1924 (Oct. 18), Amer. Mus. Novitates, No.
138, p. 3-Portovelo, Ecuador; a"; Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist.
A specimen from Tumbez, one of the
paratypes of the subspecies, is the only
specimen of this form recorded from Perd.
The records from Moyobamba and the
Chanchamayo Valley were incorrectly as-
signed to portovelae and, in the light of
additional material from the same general
region, are referable to a new form which
may be known as follows.
Myiobius atricaudus adjacens, new
subspecies
TYPE from Puerto Indiana, Peri. No. 232,-
165, American Museum of Natural History.
Adult male collected July 16, 1926, by Carlos
Olalla and sons.
DIAGNOSIs.-Differs from typical M.. a.
atricaudus of PanamA by browner back and
warmer brownish breast, sides, and upper mar-
gin of the flanks. Distinguished from M. a.
portovelae of western Ecuador by much darker
coloration throughout.
RANGE.-Lower Marafi6n Valley of northern
Perd and eastern Ecuador, probably east to the
left bank of the Rio Madeira, Brazil.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.-Top of head Dark
Greenish Olive with a concealed crest of Stron-
tian Yellow extending anteriorly as far as the
middle of the orbits and with each of the yellow
feathers tipped with olive, least prominently on
the central feathers; back Olive X Saccardo's
Olive; rump broadly light Primrose Yellow;
upper tail-coverts blackish. Lores and sub-
ocular region buffy, passing into the color of the
back on the posterior auriculars and sides of the
neck; breast Isabella Color X Light Brownish
Olive; somewhat darker on the sides; throat
very little paler; flanks with upper border
colored like the chest but lower border and
femoral area like the belly which is broadly
Primrose Yellow; thighs and under tail-coverts
rather grayer than Light Brownish Olive.
Wings brownish black with external margins
of remiges (except outermost) Brownish Olive;
upper wing-coverts dusky, margined with
Brownish Olive; under wing-coverts brownish
buff, dusky near bend of the wing; inner mar-
gins of remiges inconspicuously pale. Tail
1 Specimens in Field Museum of Natural History
Chicago.
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black (decidedly darker than the remiges),
rounded (outer feathers 5 mm. shorter than the
middle ones). Bill with maxilla dark brown;
mandible dull whitish with slightly darker tip.
Feet brown. Wing, 59 mm.; tail, 52; exposed
culmen, 8; culmen from base, 13; tarsus, 17.25
REMARKS.-Female similar to the male
but smaller (wing, 55-57 mm.; tail, 50-
56) and with coronal patch variable, some-
times only a little less developed than in
the male; sometimes nearly obsolete.
One specimen from Rosarinho and an-
other from Humaythl, both on the left
bank of the Rio Madeira, Brazil, are not
certainly referable to adjacens but appear
to belong here rather than with the form
of the lower Amazon next to be described.
Both specimens are in imperfect condition
but have the femoral area more definitely
yellow than brownish. More material
from the Madeira will be needed to clarify
the identity of the resident form.
Other than the specimens listed below,
there are no certain records from Peru as-
signable to adjacens. Taczanowski (1884,
Orn. Perou, II, p. 298) included in his ac-
count of "barbatus" the measurements of
one bird which agree with the dimensions of
che atricaudus group but not with barbatus.
Todd (1922, Proe. Biol. Soc. Wash.,
XXXV, p. 26) suggests the possibility of a
typographical error in regard to the given
length of the wing and thinks that the
specimen in question probably was a
member of the barbatus group. The prob-
ability is equal, however, that it belonged
to the present species and that the measure-
ment given was correct. In such event,
the specimen must have belonged to the
form I have described above. Unfor-
tunately, Taczanowski does not state
whether the small-winged bird came from
Jeberos, Chayavitas, or Yurimaguas, the
three localities from which he records
"barbatus." Exact citation of the locality
is, therefore, impossible.
A series of over twenty birds from the Rio
Tapajoz, the Tocantins, and the Para'
district furnishes an unexpected extension
of the specific range of the atricaudus group,
surprising rather because it has escaped
detection heretofore than because of any
unusual position of the area with respect
to previouisly known parts of the range.
As a matter of fact, this critical region
formed a hiatus which is now closed, mak-
ing a much more satisfactory map of the
specific distribution. Since this lower
Amazonian-Para form is different from
the other subspecies of the group, it may
be named and described as follows.
Myiobius atricaudus connectens, new
subspecies
TYPE from Mocajuba, Rio Tocantins, Brazil.
No. 431,136, American Museum of Natural
History. Adult male collected November 19,
1931, by Alfonso M. Olalla.
DIAGNOSIs.-Nearest to Al. a. adjacens of
eastern Ecuador and northeastern Peru but back
usually more brownish and flanks more broadly
brown, leaving the yellow of the belly distinctly
more restricted to the median area which, in
turn, may be tinged or overlaid in part with
brownish.
RANGE.-South bank of the lower Amazon
from the Tapajoz eastward to the Para district
and western Maranhao.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPE.-Top of head Dark
Greenish Olive with a central, concealed crest of
Strontian Yellow extending anteriorly about
as far as the middle of the orbits and with olive
tips on the marginal feathers; back dark Olive
Citrine; rump broadly light Primrose Yellow;
upper tail-coverts blackish. Lores and sub-
ocular area buffy, passing into the color of the
back on the posterior auriculars and sides of the
neck; chin and throat light buffy; breast dull
brownish Isabella Color; sides darker with a
broad stripe of the same hue extending poste-
riorly along the flanks and through the femoral
area; belly dull buffy Primrose Yellow medially,
tinged with buffy brown laterally; thighs and
under tail-coverts somewhat grayer than Light
Brownish Olive. Wings and tail as described
for adjacens but tail (in the type) with outer-
most rectrices 8 mm. shorter than median ones.
Maxilla sooty brown; mandible dull whitish
with dusky tip. Feet brown. Wing, 63 mm.;
tail, 59; exposed culmen, 9; culmen from base,
14; tarsus, 16.5.
REMARKS.-Female sinmilar to the male
but smaller (wing, 52-59 mm.; tail, 50-
53; males, wing, 59-64.25; tail, 54-59), and
with crest less developed than in the male,
sometimes reduced to a mere suggestion
of a tawny tinge in the occipital region.
The expansion of the brownish stripe
along the lateral under parts shows a
definite trend toward ridgwayi of south-
eastern Brazil which has the entire under
parts bright ochreous, but I have seen no
specimens that come anywhere near the
point of bridging the gap. As a matter
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of fact, M. a. snethlagei occupies the inter-
vening region, in eastern Maranhao, Ceara,
Pernambuco, and northern Bahia, and is
quite sharply delimited taxonomically
from connectens though very close to porto-
velae of western Ecuador, and snethlagei
does intergrade with ridgwayi. One speci-
men from Vi9osa, Ceara, is exactly inter-
mediate between the two, perhaps slightly
nearer snethlagei, and one specimen of
ridgwayi from Santa Barbara de Caparao,
Espirito Santo, has a slight tendency
toward snethlagei. With this evidence, it
seems no longer necessary to maintain
specific distinction for ridgwayi.
The resemblance of snethlagei to portove-
lae furnishes yet another case of the similar-
ity of peripheral forms which may have a
significant bearing on the possible com-
parative antiquity of these two forms.
SPECIMENS EXAMINED
f1. a. atricaidus. COSTA RICA: Buenos
Aires, 2 c, 1 9; Pozo del Rio Grande, 1 e.
PANAMA : [Lion Hill], 1 "c,Y 1 9 (cotypes);
Santa F6, Veraguas, 1 9; Boqueron, Chiriqui,
2 9; Chiriqui, 1 c; Porto Bello Trail, 1 c;
La Chorrera, 1 9; El Real, 1 c; Cape Gara-
chinfe, 1 (?); savanna near Panamfa, 1 e, 1 9,
4 (?); Cerro Montosa, Cape Mala Peninsula,
1 ; Tocoume, 1 (?); Cehaco Island, 1 e.
COLOMBIA: Dabeiba, 1 e; Caldas, 2 &e;
Malena, 1 c; Rio Frio, 1 c; Barbacoas, 2 9.
M1. a. portovelae.-ECUADO R:Portovelo, 5 e
(incl. type), 1 9, 2 (?); Isla Puna, 1 9;
Alamor, 1 &; Santa Rosa, 2 e, 1 (?); Jubones,
1 c:P; Cebollal, 1 9$; Rio de Oro, 2 e; Naranjo,
2 (?); Bucay, 1 c, 1 9; Chongon Hills, 1 (?);
Duran, 1 c; Chimbo, 1 &<, 1 9; Esmeraldas,
2 9. PERUl: Tumbez, 1 9.
11. a. adjacens.-ECUADOR: Zamora, 1 ,
1 9. PERIl: Puerto Indiana, 1 e (type), 1 9;
Sarayacu, 1 e, 2 9; Rio Seco, west of Moyo-
bamba, 1 6; Moyobamba, 2 9 1; Rio Colorado,
Chanchamayo, 1 e 1. BRAZIL: Rosarinho,
1 (? = 9); Humaythai, 1 9.
M. a. connectens. BRAZIL: Rio Tocantins,
Mocajuba, 3 e (incl. type); Baiiio, 3 , 2 9,
1 (?); Rio Tapajoz, Caxiricatuba, 4 9, 1 (?);
Tauary, 2 9; Rio Jamauchim, Tucunar6,
1 (?); Prata, Par4i, 3 eP, 2 (?); Maranhao, KelsA,
Rosario, 1 (? = 9 ).
iM. a. snethlagei.-BRAZIL: Maranhao, Cod6,
Cocos, 1 e (type)1; As Mangueras, Flores,
1 c; Tabocas, 1 9; Pernambuco, Brejao, 1 e;
Garanhuns, 1 c; Bahia, Santa Ritta, 1 c;
Ceara, Vigosa, 1 9 .
211. a. ridgwayi.-BRAZIL: Rio de Janeiro,
Therezopolis, 1 c; Monte Serrat, 1 c; Sao
Paulo, Fazenda Cayoa, 1 9; Victoria, 2 c,
1 9; Espirito Santo, Santa Barbara de Caparifo,
1 9.
M1. a. modestus.-VENEZUELA: Caicara, 2 e,
1 9; La Cascabel, Rlo San Feliz, 1 9.
1 Specimiiens in Field Museum of Natural History,
Chicago.
2 Intermnediate between snzethlagei and iidgwayi.
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